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In the first decade of the new millennium, the four major networks struggled to hold their own as
cable channels and unscripted shows began to dominate the television landscape. Network
powerhouses like 24, Desperate Housewives, and Two and a Half Men competed for viewers
siphoned off by cult shows like The Closer, Gilmore Girls, and Veronica Mars. In that decade,
shows such as 30 Rock and Modern Family were vying for awards while programs like Bones,
CSI, and Dexter were pushing the envelope for graphic violence. All of these shows live on in
syndication, streaming services, and DVDs, generating a constant wave of new viewers.In
Television Series of the 2000s: Essential Facts and Quirky Details, Vincent Terrace presents
readers with a cornucopia of information about fifty programs from the decade. For example, did
you know that Adrian Monk’s father was a textbook writer? That psychic Shawn Spencer carries
a travel-size packet of Johnson’s Baby Shampoo in his wallet? Or that Gregory House’s street
address is the same as the fictional world’s greatest detective, Sherlock Holmes? These are just
a handful of hundreds of fun and intriguing specifics found inside this volume. Programs from all
of the major networks—as well as select syndicated programs and premium cable channels—
are represented here.This is not a book of opinions or essays about specific television programs
but a treasure trove of facts associated with each show. From the time of day that Sheldon
Cooper calls his “alone time” to the janitor’s name on Scrubs, readers will discover a wealth of
fascinating information that, for the most part, cannot be found elsewhere. In some cases, the
factual data detailed herein is the only such documentation that currently exists on shows of the
era. Television Series of the 2000s is the ideal reference for fans of this decade and anyone
looking to stump even the most knowledgeable trivia expert.

The character delineations offer a mind-boggling variety of data in some 15 categories, including
but not limited to birth sign, license plate, allergies, favorite breakfast cereal, childhood
affiliations, education, fears, traits, addictions, and hobbies. Fans will enjoy comparing memories
with the entries . . . Those involved with trivia competitions will be well served, and the book may
also interest those just embarking on study of the medium of television. ― CHOICEThe last
decade featured several landmark TV series on the four major networks: 24, 30 Rock, CSI,
Bones,Desperate Housewives, Gilmore Girls, and more. This reference book covers 49 major
shows from 2000to 2009. Terrace (Television Series of the 1990s, 2018), in a clear and
engaging tone, focuses on majorTV-show characters and their quirks in entries listed by show.
Each entry includes the network name,show years, major storyline, and brief, basic premise and
plot. The rest of the entry details each majorcharacter. Usually the main figures are described by
data fields (e.g., birth place, education, relatives,occupation, favorites [holidays, food, movies,
music, drink, etc.]); the type of data is sometimes quirky(e.g., car license plate, allergies, blood



type, measurements if female) depending largely on what detailsare revealed in some episode.
Supporting characters are usually described in a narrative paragraph. Thecontents reflect close
attention to the shows’ episodes, weaving in occasional plot details. An index ofactors concludes
the volume; additional indexes by character and network would have been useful. ― Booklist --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorVincent Terrace is a television historian
for BPOLIN Productions, a film/TV production company. He has written more than thirty books,
including Television Series of the 1950s: Essential Facts and Quirky Details (2016), Television
Series of the 1960s: Essential Facts and Quirky Details (2016), Television Series of the 1970s:
Essential Facts and Quirky Details (2017), Television Series of the 1980s: Essential Facts and
Quirky Details (2017), and Television Series of the 1990s: Essential Facts and Quirky Details
(2018), all published by Rowman & Littlefield.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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possible.IntroductionThis is the sixth in a series of books that provide quirky (trivia) facts about
select television programs. This book covers shows that were first broadcast between January 1,
2000, and December 31, 2009. Series prior to these eras can be found in Television Series of
the 1950s, Television Series of the 1960s, Television Series of the 1970s, Television Series of
the 1980s, and Television Series of the 1990s—each of which also contains the same details
relating to the trivia facts associated with select, well-known series.This is not a book of essays
or opinions but rather a straight listing of facts for the represented programs. Did you know, for
example, that on According to Jim, Jim’s favorite writing instrument is “The Naked Lady Pen”;
that, as a child, Adrian Monk’s (Monk) favorite TV series was The Patty Duke Show; that on
Psych, psychic Shawn Spencer carries a travel-size packet of Johnson’s Baby Shampoo in his
wallet; or that Lorelai Gilmore (Gilmore Girls) considers raising her daughter, Rory, “low
maintenance like a Honda”?How about Miley Stewart (Hannah Montana) using the
catchphrases “Sweet niblets” and “Ya think!,” serial killer Dexter Morgan (Dexter) considering
himself “a very neat monster,” Valerie and Lauren owning a shop called Sugar Babies Pastry on
What I Like About You, Glen Matthews being Janitor’s real name on Scrubs, or Sheldon Cooper
(The Big Bang Theory) having set a specific time of the day (1:45 p.m. to 2:05 p.m.) as his “alone
time”?If these few facts intrigue you, you will be amazed at the many thousands of such facts
that appear in the pages that follow.Programs that were broadcast in the 1990s and extended
their runs into the 2000s are not included here. Information on these programs can be found in
Television Series of the 1990s:Ally McBealAngelBuffy the Vampire SlayerCharmedThe Drew
Carey ShowEREverybody Loves RaymondFrasierFriendsHome ImprovementJust Shoot MeThe
King of QueensKing of the HillLaw and OrderLaw and Order: Special Victims UnitThe



NannyNash BridgesSabrina, the Teenage Witch7th HeavenSex and the CitySpin
CityV.I.P.Walker, Texas RangerWill and GraceThe X-FilesAAccording to Jim(ABC, 2001–
2009)Cast: Jim Belushi (Jim), Courtney Thorne-Smith (Cheryl), Kimberly Williams (Dana), Larry
Joe Campbell (Andy), Billi Bruno (Gracie), Taylor Atelian (Ruby), Connor Rayburn (Kyle).Basis:
The incidents that befall a married couple (Jim and Cheryl), their children (Gracie, Ruby, and
Kyle), and Cheryl’s siblings, Dana and Andy. It can be seen that characters have no last names;
Cheryl later gives birth to twins Gordon and Jonathan.JIMPlace of Birth: Chicago on April
5.Middle Name: Orenthal.Sister: Roxanne (Jennifer Coolidge). Jim and Roxanne were raised by
their mother (unnamed) after their father, Bill, deserted the family.Address: 412 Maple
Street.Occupation: Architect and owner of the construction company Ground Up
Designs.Character: A fast-talker who bases much of what he says on the articles he reads in
Playboy magazine. He has his own ideas about everything but never realizes they are
preposterous and a constant cause of friction in his marriage.Philosophy: “If a woman sees you
are good at something, she will make it your job forever” (so he avoids doing anything really
well).Escape Goat: Gus Dimas. When Cheryl asks Jim to do something or plans a boring
function, the nonexistent Gus suddenly comes to town, and Jim finds an excuse to be with
him.Favorite Holiday: Halloween.Prized Possession: His eight-glass set of collectables from
Chevron gas stations.Favorite Movies: Ice Station Zebra and A Fistful of Dollars.Favorite Diner:
The Lunch Wagon (a sandwich, called “The Big Jim,” has been named after him; it consists of
fried bologna and sauerkraut on white bread).Favorite Pizza Parlor: Speedy Tony’s
Pizza.Favorite Sport: Bowling (on the team “Ball Masters”; he calls his bowling ball “Rolling
Thunder”). He is also a fan of the Chicago Cubs, Bears, Bulls, and Blackhawks teams.Favorite
Beverage: Beer.Favorite Writing Instrument: Bridget (a “Naked Lady Pen”; turn it upside down,
and the pictured girl loses her clothing).Favorite Music: Blues.Band: The Sacred Hearts (Jim
plays guitar and is lead singer).Trademark: Flannel shirts.TV Appearance: Windy City Sunrise, a
Chicago morning program (on Channel 6) where Jim expressed his rather biased opinions
about relationships between men and women (“I stand for being a man”) and became known as
“The Flannel-Sexual.”Allergy: MSG.Fear: Spiders and dealing with Ruby’s and Gracie’s female
issues as they grow up. It is first seen when Ruby asks Jim to buy her a training bra. Jim, freaking
out, appoints Dana with “Mommy Powers” to “buy her the bra, but I don’t want to hear about it,
see it, or find it in the laundry” (Cheryl had been visiting her mother in Florida at the time). His
second crisis: dealing with Ruby’s first period (especially since her younger sister, Gracie,
experienced hers first).Quirks: Takes his shirt off to scare away Jehovah’s Witnesses; has a
“secret jelly donut” before dinner; hides “the good ice cream” in the back of the freezer behind
the Brussels sprouts (so the kids will not find it). In college, Jim shaved his initials into a Shetland
pony.Failed Moneymaking Ventures: Self-folding pants; liquor-filled donuts; a doll called “Gassy
Gus.”Child Rearing: Not the best of fathers. When it is his turn to mind the kids (“My Watch,” as
he calls it), he becomes “Frozen Man” (Ruby and Gracie play outside while Jim relaxes on the
couch indoors) and “Hammock Guy” (Jim rests outside while Ruby and Gracie play



inside).Catchphrase: “Hold the phone” (said when something doesn’t go his way).Flashbacks:
Young Jim (Elijah Runcorn, then Adam Cagley).CHERYLPlace of Birth: Chicago. Cheryl first
mentions being born on June 6, then August 13.Mother: Maggie (Kathleen Noone); her father is
deceased.Middle Name: Mabel.Siblings: Dana and Andy.Occupation: Housewife. Prior to her
marriage, she was a claims adjuster for an unnamed insurance company.Education: While
schools are not named, she was a straight “A” student, a cheerleader, and in the National Honor
Society in high school; she majored in business administration in college.Award: Due to Cheryl’s
unrelenting desire to help people through her charity work, she was nominated as “One of the
Women Who Cares” by Playboy magazine. She didn’t enter but won the award when Jim wrote
an essay and entered it as Cheryl’s so that he could live his dream—“smoke a cigar with
Hef” (Hugh Hefner, the publisher of Playboy).Bra Size: Cheryl mentions 34C.Pet Cat: Mr.
Feeney.Quirks: Worries that people will not like her (Jim claims that Cheryl needs to be liked by
other people). She also has a compulsion to hold on to things, especially her outdated clothes
(“Everything looks good on me”), and when she becomes depressed, she prepares spaghetti
and meatballs for dinner.Constant Fear: After her friends meet the uncouth Jim, will her friends
still like her?Favorite Singing Group: The Beatles.Belief: “Jim pretends to be a moron to cover up
being a jackass.”Second Language: French (speaks fluently).Medical Issue: Totally tone
deaf.Food Idiosyncrasies: Must have her hamburger done medium well and her steak
rare.Imperfection: Cheryl has a scar on her forehead (when she was six years old, she was
running around the house, fell, and hit her head on the refrigerator).DVD Appearance: While in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, Cheryl and Dana drank a bit too much, wandered onto the set of a
video called Cuties Gone Crazy, and flashed their breasts (Dana first), shocking Jim (as he and
Cheryl were married at the time) and Andy (who believes he will have nightmares now that he
saw his sisters topless).Classes: Cheryl attends yoga classes.OTHER CHARACTERSDana,
Cheryl’s younger sister, works as the creative director for the Morris & Flatt Advertising Agency.
She wears a 32B bra; stands 5 feet, 5 inches tall; and is a constant source of aggravation to Jim,
as she is his total opposite. They argue over everything, and Dana has a bad habit of
embarrassing herself in front of other people (like saying something and then realizing and
regretting she actually agreed with Jim). She was accepted as a contestant on The Bachelor
reality series and appeared topless (with Cheryl) in a DVD called Cuties Gone Crazy (mentioned
earlier). Dana is very pretty but believes that only shallow men are attracted to her and she will
never find a husband. Her life changes when she meets Dr. Ryan Gibson (Mitch Rouse), a
gynecologist, and the two fall in love. They later marry, and Dana becomes the only regular
character to acquire a last name (Dana Gibson). Dana and Ryan, however, leave the series in
2008 and move to Los Angeles.Andy, Cheryl’s older brother, is an architect and works with Jim
at Ground Up Designs. Andy first dated Emily (Mo Collins), but without explanation she is
replaced by Mandy (Jackie Debatin). Andy lives across the street from Jim and is his best friend
and not only his stooge in the schemes he devises but also the one who often solves the
problems that arise between Jim and Cheryl. Andy, the only unmarried member of his family,



attended Stanford University (majoring in architecture). Final-season episodes are a bit strange,
as the principal focus is on the antics of Jim and Andy. Cheryl is absent from most episodes, as
are their children, who appear even less frequently. Jacob Nelson appeared as young Andy in
flashbacks.Ruby, the oldest of the children, was born in 1996. Like Gracie (born in 1997) and
Kyle (born in 2000), virtually no information is given. Ruby (who takes piano lessons) and Gracie
attend elementary school in the Unified School District (Ruby is on the school hockey team).
She and Gracie appeared in a print ad for Delta Cruise Lines, and Gracie had a cockatoo (that
responded only to her) named Daphne. Their main goal appears to not only try their father’s
patience but also drive Andy crazy with their antics. They made money with a sidewalk
lemonade stand and have a Hannah Montana TV series calendar on their shared bedroom wall.
It can be seen that Kyle is not the bright light in the family (he believes anything that anybody
tells him but does love sports, especially baseball). Jim had no trouble having two daughters
until Ruby began to develop and showed an interest in boys (something Jim has a hard time
dealing with because “I was once a teenage boy”). Gracie looks up to Ruby and often follows her
lead in doing something. Although a year younger than Ruby, Gracie still likes “girly things” (like
dolls) and has “not discovered boys” in the same manner as Ruby. For the time being (even as
the series ends), Jim fears little about Gracie as she grows. Kyle, on the other hand, has Jim
wondering from which side of the family Kyle inherited his “dumbness.” Hope Levy played Baby
Kyle; Robert Belushi appeared as Adult Kyle.Alias(ABC, 2001–2006)Principal Cast: Jennifer
Garner (Sydney Bristow), Victor Garber (Jack Bristow), Michael Vaughn (Michael Vartan), Ron
Rifkin (Arvin Sloane), Kevin Weisman (Marshall Flinkman), Carl Lumbly (Marcus Dixon).Basis:
The assignments of Sydney Bristow, an agent for SD-6, a covert division of the CIA.Jennifer
Garner as Sydney Bristow. ABC/Photofest © ABCSYDNEY ANNE BRISTOWParents: CIA spies
Jack Bristow (see below) and Laura Bristow (alias Irina Derevko). Sydney believed that her
father worked for Jennings Aerospace (selling airplane parts) and her mother died in an
automobile accident. (In reality, Irina faked her death to distance herself from Jack and protect
Sydney. She was a Russian KGB spy who married Jack [a CIA agent] to infiltrate the CIA and
ferret out corruption. She was responsible for killing 25 agents before disappearing.)Adoptive
Parents: Arvin (see below) and Emily Sloane (taken in by them when Sydney’s mother was
“killed” in a car accident and Jack placed in protective custody when his cover was blown during
a mission).Place of Birth: Charleston, West Virginia, on April 17, 1975.Address: 425 Cochran
Place, Los Angeles.Measurements: 34-25-35. She has brown hair, hazel eyes, and stands 5
feet, 8 inches tall.Education: Attended an unnamed high school (“A” student except for one “D” in
home economics); Berkeley College (acquired a master’s degree in English literature).Life
Changer: One fall afternoon at Berkeley, Sydney was approached by a man. “He said he might
be interested in talking to me about a job. When I asked why me, all he told me was that I fit a
profile . . . I needed the money . . . and he offered me the job.” The job was to become a spy.
Sydney was trained and advanced quickly—“They said I was a natural,” and her status as a
student provided the perfect cover.The Christmas Project: While living with Arvin and Emily,



Sydney was subjected to an experimental CIA project designed to subconsciously train and
program children for intelligence work in later life. As a result, Sydney cannot be
brainwashed.Occupation: Agent with SD-6 after graduating from college. Her cover is now that
of a banker for Credit Dauphine (her father, Jack, poses as the bank’s portfolio manager and
Sydney’s superior). SD-6 stands for “Section Disparue,” “the section that has disappeared or
doesn’t exist.” It is actually criminal and part of “The Alliance of Twelve,” which is secretly headed
by Arvin and seeks to access the secrets of the CIA. Sydney is unaware at first that she is
actually a double agent—working for SD-6 to gather intelligence from the CIA for its nefarious
operations. After seven years with SD-6, Sydney discovers that it is a terrorist organization and
joins with the real CIA to bring it down. She then becomes an undercover agent with the real
CIA, then with APO (Authorized Personnel Only), a black operations unit of the CIA.Character:
Sydney is extremely careful during assignments—“I have to be. If I get careless, it’s over for me.”
She risks her life during every assignment and is not always prim and proper, as she uses her
sexuality to accomplish a mission. She gets shot, tortured, and beaten up and is seen with
bruises, cuts, and blood on her body and clothes. She is also careful about who she dates
because one slip of the tongue, and it could cost someone close to her their life. Sydney is
considered a rogue agent and rarely follows protocol. She does, however, want to serve her
country as best she can.Undercover Aliases: Kate Jones, Amy Tippin, Julia Thorne, and Joanna
Kelly.Code Names: “Bluebird” (SD-6); “Freelancer,” then “Mountaineer” (CIA); and
“Phoenix” (APO).Languages: English, German, Dutch, Mandarin, Cantonese, Japanese,
Korean, Italian, Spanish, Russian, Hindi, Swedish, and Greek.Expertise: Weapons and self-
defense. She has a photographic memory, carries lock picks in the heels of her shoes, and is
proficient with explosives and a master of disguise.Discovery: During her efforts to bring down
SD-6, Sydney was kidnapped and brainwashed (although it was previously said that she was
immune to this) to believe that she was Julia Thorne and programmed to do the unit’s dirty work.
Later, when Sydney discovers that her mother, Irina, is alive and in a prison at the CIA, she
begins a relationship that also finds Irina helping Sydney with her missions.Flashbacks: Sydney
as a girl (Kristen Kaveney, then Rachel G. Fox).JONATHAN “JACK” DONAHUE BRISTOWPlace
of Birth: Ontario, Canada (now lives in Los Angeles), on March 16, 1950.Wife: Laura Bristow,
alias Irina Derevko (Kate Anthony, April Webster, and Lena Olin).Daughter: Sydney
Bristow.Occupation: Field agent for SD-6 and the CIA (he is Sydney’s superior) and director of
APO.Code Names: “Black Bird” (for SD-6) and “Raptor” (with APO). At SD-6, Jack’s cover was
that of an airplane parts supplier. Jack was aware that SD-6 was part of “The Alliance of Twelve”
and worked with Sydney and the real CIA to bring Arvin and SD-6 down.CIA Badge ID:
2568463-87.Computer Log-In: Mozart_182 (Irina’s log-in is Handel_4ME).Skills: Cryptology,
engineering, aeronautics, physics, and linguistics.Languages: English, French, Chinese,
Spanish, and Russian.Flashbacks: Young Irina (Angela DeAwn).MICHAEL VAUGHNPlace of
Birth: Normandy, France (under the name Andre Micheaux, which he uses as an alias), on
November 27, 1971.Parents: William (a CIA agent) and Deloreme Vaughn. William moved his



family to Los Angeles when his work in Paris threatened his family.Occupation: Undercover
agent for the CIA and APO; Sydney’s handler during her time with SD-6. They later marry and
become the parents of Isabelle and Jack (at which time Sydney retires from her affiliation with
APO to raise a family). Vaughn was previously married to a now deceased double agent
(working for the evil Covenant) named Lauren Reed (Melissa George).Code Names: “Boy
Scout” (with the CIA) and “Shotgun” (with APO).Languages: English, French, Italian, Russian,
and Spanish. He has a master’s degree in French literature from an unnamed university.Pet Dog:
Donovan.ARVIN SLOANEWife: Emily Sloane (Amy Irving).Daughter: Jacqueline (but lived for
only a few minutes after childbirth).Occupation: Head of SD-6, a criminal division of the CIA that
directs its operations against the U.S. government. It uses the cover of being a secret unit of the
CIA. He is later with “The Alliance of Twelve,” the SD-6 unit that controls each SD-6
cell.Languages: English, French, Spanish, Italian, and Russian.Allergy: Morphine.Background:
Arvin was first with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers before joining the CIA. It is revealed (but
rather vaguely) that Arvin had a secret affair with Jack’s wife, Laura, from whom a daughter was
born and became known as Nadia Santos (Mia Maestro). Nadia was first a spy with Argentine
intelligence and then with APO; her computer log-in is 087_Santos, and “Evergreen” is her code
name.Vehicle ID: 30947 28436.Obsession: Milo Rambaldi, a fifteenth-century thinker whose
papers, especially page 47, contain a means by which to obtain immortality (through “The
Sphere of Life,” which is supposedly contained within the unknown whereabouts of the Tomb of
Rambaldi).Flashbacks: Young Nadia (Gisselle Castellanos).OTHER CHARACTERSMarshall
Flinkman, born on December 29, 1971, in Los Angeles, is a computer whiz (first employed by
the CIA and then APO) who is responsible for many of the gadgets that Sydney (and other
agents) use. He has the APO code name “Merlin” and is skilled in physics, engineering, robotics,
electronics, chemistry, acoustics, explosives, computer networks, and inventing. He has a
photographic memory, and his special language skill is Ewok (from the Star Wars films). He is
married to Carrie (maiden name Bowman) and the father of four sons (only one is mentioned by
name—Mitchell). Marshall appears socially inept and often uses visual aids for his technical
briefings. He is basically a tech support operative but does serve as a field agent on
occasion.Marcus R. Dixon is a field agent with SD-6 (unaware that it was part of “The Alliance of
Twelve”), the CIA, and APO (code name “Outrigger”). He was born in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
on August 14, 1955. He was married to Diane (now deceased) and is the father of Robin and
Steven. Marcus suffers from color blindness in his left eye and is skilled in cryptology, kung fu,
financial analysis, and linguistics. He is a graduate of Sarah Lawrence (business degree) and
MIT (computer science degree). His language skills are English, Hebrew, Arabic, and
Taiwanese, and 7836-B is his employee ID number. He worked with Sydney in destroying SD-6
and bringing Arvin down.Arrested Development(Fox, 2003–2006; Netflix, 2013, 2018)Cast:
Jason Bateman (Michael Bluth), Portia de Rossi (Lindsay Funke), Will Arnett (Gob Bluth),
Michael Cera (George Michael Bluth), Tony Hale (Buster Bluth), David Cross (Tobias Funke),
Jeffrey Tambor (George Bluth), Jessica Walter (Lucille Bluth), Alia Shawkat (Maeby Funke), Ron



Howard (Narrator).Basis: Michael Bluth, the only sane and responsible member of an eccentric
family, tries to keep his sanity while attempting to look out for his family and keep the family-
owned business running.Jason Bateman leads the cast of Arrested Development. Fox/Photofest
© Fox; photographer: Gavin BondMICHAEL BLUTHMichael is the son of George and Lucille
Bluth and now runs Bluth Enterprises in California. He was born on December 14, 1967, and his
official name is “Nichael Bluth” (due to a misprint on his birth certificate). Bluth Enterprises was
started by Michael’s grandfather in 1953 when he opened Bluth’s Original Frozen Banana Stand
on Balboa Island in California (a frozen banana on a stick now costs $1). He turned the one
stand into a franchise and built a family real estate empire. It is said that Michael’s father opened
the stand; this would be impossible, as George was born in 1944 and he would have been nine
years old at the time.As a youngster, Michael worked at the stand, learned the ins and outs of
the business, and is now struggling to keep the company out of bankruptcy. He is a widower
(late wife, Tracey) and lives with his son, George Michael Bluth (Michael Sera), in Newport
Beach, California, in a model home of the proposed Bluth Development Company (the locale is
also given as Sudden Valley in Orange County). The company is in such financial straits that the
only vehicle they own is the Bluth Company Airplane Ladder Truck.Michael cringes when he
learns he is not right about something but remains cool despite the constant annoyances his
family causes. He tackles each crisis with calm thinking and has concluded that the only way to
save the company is to cut corners.Ann, Michael’s girlfriend, is first played by , then by Mae
Whitman (a totally different-looking actress). Michael could never remember what Ann looked
like (hence the casting change), and because of this, his niece, Maeby, calls her “No
Face.”Flashbacks: Young Michael (Michael Bartel).GEORGE OSCAR BLUTHGeorge, born in
1944, is married to Lucille and is the father of Michael and Gob; he is the adoptive father of
Buster and Lindsay. He is a real estate mogul and built the family fortune from an idea that his
father stole from a Korean immigrant—frozen bananas on a stick—and created Bluth’s Original
Frozen Banana Stand. George later took over the company and ran it quite illegally before he
was arrested by the Securities and Exchange Commission for cheating investors (using his
company funds as his personal piggy bank). George was tried, convicted, and sentenced to the
Orange County Penitentiary. A year later, he escaped by faking a heart attack and found refuge
in Mexico. Unhappy with his situation, he faked his death, returned to the United States, and hid
in the attic of the model home in the Bluth Housing Development. Word got around that George
was still alive and he again fled, this time taking refuge with the Blue Man Group (actors) and
literally hiding in plain sight by painting himself blue. He was again captured and put under
house arrest (watched over by Lucille) in her apartment at Balboa Towers.George was called
“The Muffin Man” when his kids attended school (for poisoning muffins to intimidate their
teachers) and is manipulative, sarcastic, and demeaning to others. As he grew older, he felt he
was meant to be a woman and started living life as one. He has cheated on Lucille numerous
times and despises his twin brother Oscar (Jeffrey Tambor) because he has not gone bald
asGeorge has; Oscar, on the other hand, despises George for stealing Lucille from him. George



also hates Buster, born out of an affair Lucille had, because he is not his biological son (Buster
refers to George as “Uncle Father”). George is also responsible for creating a dangerous product
called a Corn-Baller (a machine to make cornballs that was banned in the United States but is
still sold in Mexico).Flashbacks: Young George (Seth Rogen).LINDSAY FUNKELindsay is
Michael’s adoptive sister (they were originally led to believe they were fraternal twins until a
scrapbook was uncovered and Lindsay learned that her real name is Nellie Stillwell). She was
adopted for an idiotic reason by George and Lucille when she was three years old: to prevent a
business competitor from acquiring her. Lindsay, a beautiful woman with no concept of money, is
married to Tobias Funke and the mother of Maeby. They first live in Boston, then in Newport
Beach, and rely on an allowance from Michael for their income after Tobias loses his job (see
below). Having never worked a day in her life, Lindsay attempts several jobs, including a bead
business, a pet grooming company (Dip-a-Pet), a beauty shop (What Will I Look Like?),
secretary at Bluth Enterprises, salesgirl at a fashion boutique, and spokesgirl for Cloudmir Vodka
(her mother’s favorite drink). Lindsay, a Republican, later runs for a seat in Congress. She enjoys
shopping, hosting charity events, and eating at fancy (and expensive) restaurants.In 2004, when
Lindsay and Tobias believe that having an open relationship will save their stagnant marriage,
Lindsay releases her inner ambitions to have affairs with the family lawyer, a bounty hunter, an
actor, and, most astoundingly, Marky Bark (Chris Diamantopoulos), an environmentalist and the
owner of an ostrich farm (where she lived with him in a desert).Lindsay was famous in high
school for winning the annual Best Hairstyle Award. She is also proud of her lingerie pose as
“Miss December” in the Ladies of Literacy Calendar. Lindsay is also an activist and not the best
of mothers for Maeby, as she rarely keeps tabs on her and allows her to get away with
everything.Flashbacks: Young Lindsay (Somer Dice).TOBIAS BLUTHTobias, a hopeful actor, is
married to Lindsay and the father of Maeby. Prior to this, he was a psychiatrist but developed a
number of phobias and is now very insecure. (He lost his medical license while on a cruise, as
he administered cardiopulmonary resuscitation to a person he thought was having a heart
attack. The Newport newspaper headline read, “Sleeping Tourist Has Sternum Broken.”) He was
chief resident in psychiatry at Massachusetts General Hospital for two years and did his
fellowship in psychoanalysis at MIT. While he appears to like women, he may secretly be a
homosexual, as he suffers from a rare psychological condition (“Never Nude”) that makes him
incapable of appearing without some type of clothing when being intimate with his wife (it is an
actual condition called gynophobia, which is the fear of nude bodies).His acting career has also
suffered, as he rarely gets parts and steadily wore blue makeup for a hoped-for position (as an
understudy comic) with the Blue Man Group. He appeared on the TV series Scandal Makers,
staged his own show (Fantastic 4: An Action Musical), became a street performer known as
“The Thing” (from the Fantastic 4), and directed Maeby’s school production of Much Ado about
Nothing.Tobias lived at the Bluth model home development site until Lindsay evicted him. He
found employment as a security guard at the Tantamount Film Studios and began living on the
set of the mythical series Wrench. It is here, while exploring the wardrobe department, that he



used the plot of the movie Mrs. Doubtfire to disguise himself as an English nanny (Mrs.
Featherbottom) not only to prove that he is a capable actor but also to again become a part of
his family, especially to Maeby (who calls him “Mr. Fingerbottom” when she realizes what her
father is doing). He eventually gives up the disguise—but not before being praised as a great
housekeeper.Lindsay and Tobias lived previously in Boston (where they were famous for their
cheese and wine fund-raisers) and had a band called Dr. Funke’s 100% Natural Good Times
Family Band Solution (wherein they sang about food and vitamins). It is hinted that Tobias may
be African American “with a skin condition” due to Maeby’s frizzy hair, Tobias having the middle
name Onyango (common in Tanzania and Uganda), and Lindsay, attracted to black men,
marrying Tobias to rebel against her father, who disapproved of interracial marriages.GOB
BLUTHGeorge Oscar Bluth II, called Gob (pronounced “Jobe”), is Michael’s older brother, a
magician who prefers that his acts be called illusions, not tricks (“A trick is something a whore
does for money”). He is a member of the Alliance of Magicians, rides a Segway (a two-wheeled
electric vehicle), and has no friends. Gob has emotional issues (upsetting situations almost bring
him to tears), and it seems that “hearing the song ‘The Sound of Silence’ in his head” soothes
him. Gob does not make good choices and often says, “I’ve made a huge mistake!” or “Come
on!” when he realizes he did something stupid.Gob believes that he is a ladies’ man but has
great difficulty retaining a relationship. He claims that he became a magician to get out of gym
class in high school and has ever since tried to make that scam a career. It worked until the
Channel 6 news revealed the secret behind his Aztec Tomb Illusion and he became disgraced
(dismissed from the Alliance of Magicians for revealing the secrets to an illusion). His confidence
diminished to a point where even performing simple card tricks failed. He lives off money from
the family company, although he tries to supplement his income with unusual jobs (like a stripper
for “Hot Cops”). He created a character called “Mr. Banana-grabber” for his act and once used
an African American puppet called “Franklin Delano Bluth” early in his career. To instill
confidence in Gob, Michael made him the company president (which caused more harm than
good). Gob next worked for Sitwell Enterprises (Bluth’s main competition) but was fired in short
order. He later forms (with Michael) a string of coffee shops called “Gobias Industries.” For one of
his failed illusions, the Magic Coffin Illusion, he was “honored” with the Poof Goof of the Year
Award. He also appeared on a cable channel, the Miracle Network, where he performed his
Jesus Crucifixion Illusion.BYRON “BUSTER” BLUTHBuster is the middle brother. He is a bit
strange, and doctors attribute his odd behavior to the 11 months he spent in the womb. He is a
graduate of Milford Medical School (“where children should not be seen nor heard”). He studied
everything from Native American tribal ceremonies to the mapping of uncharted territories. He is
also cursed with crippling panic attacks. He lives with his mother, Lucille, who has cuddled him
and made him neurotic, at Balboa Towers; he is also the result of an affair that Lucille had with
George’s twin brother, Oscar, while she was married to George. Buster has had some minor job
experience but enjoys spending his time pursuing scholarly interests. He is so attached to his
mother that they often wear matching color clothing, and each participates in “Mother-Boy” (an



annual mother-and-son dance and dinner) and posing for covers of the Balboa Bay Window (the
magazine of their apartment complex).Buster is not very bright and has a difficult time with
relationships (he is very close to his mother’s friend, Lucille Austerio [Liza Minnelli], whom he
calls “Lucille 2”). After discovering that his mother lied about Oscar being his father, Buster
attempted to defy her by swimming in the ocean (something she never allowed him to do). A
seal, which was part of Gob’s magical act and which he set free, had acquired a taste for
mammal blood and bit off Buster’s left hand. It was replaced by a hook (which Buster chose to
keep even though a prosthetic hand was available; he eventually replaced it with a bionic hand
developed by the army).Flashbacks: Young Buster (Jayden Maddux and Jason Aaron
Tinero).MAEBY FUNKEMaeby, born in Boston on September 22, 1990, is the daughter of
Lindsay and Tobias Funke; they later move to Newport Beach. She has not been raised under
the best of conditions, as her parents are irresponsible. Thus, Maeby has made a life for herself
and excels in being a con artist. She has a fake sister named “Surely Funke,” who is wheelchair
bound, and has a disease called “BS” through which she gets charitable donations. She found
that a cute, sexy smile and a big lie could get her what she wanted. She flunked out of high
school (although her parents never noticed), worked at a Bluth Banana Stand (taking money
from the register and throwing away bananas), and conned her way into an executive slot at
Tantamount Pictures, where she oversaw production on the films Almost Cousins, Love,
Indubitably, and Young Man on the Beach. When she was busted, she acquired a job with
Imagine Entertainment (but was fired for not having a high school diploma). She then became a
career high school student (attended various schools) and earned money by leasing out the
Bluth Development model home to the crew of the TV series To Entrap a Local Predator: Orange
County Edition.Maeby won the Miss Inner Beauty Pageant and acted as her mother’s pimp
(supplying her with men) when Tobias and Lindsay tried to save their troubled marriage, and,
while at Imagine Entertainment, she accompanied a film crew to India to shoot the movie Gangie
on the Ganges. It was here that she saw her mother at a restaurant (the Four Seasons Mumbai),
posed as a shaman, and convinced Lindsay to pay more attention to her daughter when she
returned to America. She was also a member of the family band, Dr. Funke’s 100% Natural Good
Times Family Band Solution.Flashbacks: Young Maeby (Danielle Cipolla).LUCILLE
BLUTHLucille, maiden name Lucille Jenkins, is George’s wife (she met George while working at
Stucky’s, a roadside convenience store). She is very critical and demanding (which frightens
George) and an alcoholic (often seen with a drink in her hand). Although she dated George’s
twin brother, Oscar, she left him for George, as he was the more successful sibling. Michael is
their only biological son. Lindsay is adopted, and Buster resulted from an affair Lucille had with
Oscar. Lucille and George are also the parents of Annyong (Justin Lee), a boy they adopted to
make George look sympathetic to the Securities and Exchange Commission while he was being
investigated; Lucille soon got bored with him (using him as a fashion accessory) and sent him to
the Milford Boarding School.Lucille, a spoiled socialite, lives at the Balboa Towers (in an
apartment the company can’t afford). She has the distinction of being a reckless driver and was



the role model for the reality TV series The World’s Worst Drivers. Her car, with the license plate
4JBG, has a unique feature: a rock that Buster found on an expedition but can’t get out of the
car.Lucille is very age conscious and seeks to always look younger than she really is. She has
fake IDs (made by Gob) and regular chemical peels. She served as a USO (United
Serviceman’s Organization) hostess during the Vietnam War (where she met Oscar). George’s
yacht, Lucille, is named after her, and the Bluth Model Home Development road is named
“Lucille Lane” (the model unit is located at 1 Lucille Lane in Newport Beach).Flashbacks: Young
Lucille (Ruby Jossen and Kristen Wiig).BThe Bernie Mac Show(Fox, 2001–2006)Cast: Bernie
Mac (Bernard McCullough), Kellita Smith (Wanda McCullough), Camille Winbush (Vanessa
Thompkins), Jeremy Suarez (Jordan Thompkins), Dee Dee Davis (Bryana Thompkins).Basis: A
stand-up comedian (Bernie) and his wife (Wanda) struggle to raise his drug-addicted sister’s
(Stacy’s) children (Vanessa, Jordan, and Bryana) after he sends her to rehab and their father is
sentenced to a 10-year prison term for tax evasion.BERNARD “BERNIE MAC”
McCULLOUGHBernie, born in Chicago in 1958, grew up in a tough neighborhood and was
raised by a strict mother who would not tolerate disobedience (he feared “Big Mama’s Black Belt
because I was whooped when I was bad”). He liked to make people laugh but was a boxer in his
youth. When he felt that the fight ring was not right for him, he turned his talents to becoming an
actor and comedian. He starred in the feature film The Kings of Comedy but lost leading roles in
Training Day to Denzell Washington and Bagger Vance to Will Smith. He gave up the lead in
Conrad’s Prerogative when he found he couldn’t play an athlete who attempts to overcome a
heart attack dramatically (“I want to only make people laugh”).Bernie and his family live at 811
Penrose Drive in Encino, California. He drives a car with the license plate 410R 1019, and golf is
his favorite sport (it relaxes him). He watches movies based on settings; his favorites are Car
Wash (set in Los Angeles), Cooley High (set in Chicago), and Cotton Comes to Harlem and
Claudine (set in New York). He also uses “Claudine” as his home alarm system password.Bernie
enjoys his weekly game of poker with his friends and smoking a good cigar (illegal Cubans,
which he gets “through the Cuban connection” for $20 each). He does charity work for the
Children’s Counsel and breaks the fourth wall by speaking directly to the home viewer (from his
office to the side of the stage). He is the only one who is aware of an audience and calls them
“America” (e.g., “Now I ask you, America”; “Listen, America”).The cast of The Bernie Mac Show.
Fox Broadcasting/Photofest © 2001 Fox BroadcastingWANDA McCULLOUGHWanda was born
in Chicago in 1961 and was actually responsible for changing the course of Bernie’s life. Bernie
was working as a deliveryman for Atlas Parcel Service when he met Wanda Thomas, the
daughter of a customer. Bernie was also performing as a comic on the “L” train and at Tickles, a
comedy club. It was 1987 when Wanda encouraged Bernie to stop thinking small and go for the
big time.Wanda, a graduate of Littlefield High School and Chicago University, first worked as an
executive at Chicago Telecom. It was at this time that she and Bernie married and moved to
California, where Bernie became a hit on the stand-up comedy circuit. Wanda then became an
executive at West Coast Wireless, then a vice president with AT&T. She drives a car with the



license plate VP ATT (later 4JRY 932) and is very supportive in Bernie’s efforts to help raise his
sister’s children. Wanda is quite glamorous (measures 38-28-39 and stands 5 feet, 10 inches
tall) but rarely uses her attributes to get what she wants from others.VANESSA, JORDAN, AND
BRYANAVanessa, born in 1988, attends Baha Vista Junior High School. Jordan, born in 1993, is
enrolled at Damien Elementary School; and Bryana, born in 1998, attends the Wellington
School. Vanessa, called “Nessa” by Bernie, is on the school’s gymnastics team. All the children
were born in Chicago, and because of their mother’s drug addiction, Vanessa raised not only
herself but Jordan and Bryana as well.Jordan is a preasthmatic troublemaker and cries over
everything. Bryana, called “Baby Girl” by Bernie, has a doll named “Precious” and won a good
citizenship award (which Bernie proudly displays in “The Mac Hall of Fame,” a trophy cabinet in
his den; it also contains his football trophy from high school).The Big Bang Theory(CBS,
2007–)Cast: Jim Parsons (Sheldon Cooper), Johnny Galecki (Leonard Hofstadter), Kaley Cuoco
(Penny), Simon Helberg (Howard Wolowitz), Kunal Nayyar (Raj Koothrappali), Melissa Rauch
(Bernadette Rostenkowski), Mayim Bialik (Amy Farrah Fowler).Basis: Events that befall the lives
of four science nerds who are also best friends: Sheldon, Leonard, Howard, and Raj.SHELDON
COOPERParents: George Sr. (deceased) and Mary Cooper (Laurie Metcalf).Siblings: Older
brother (George Jr.) and twin sister, Missy (Courtney Henggeler).Place of Birth: Galveston,
Texas, on February 26, 1980, in a Walmart shopping center while Mary was shopping. Sheldon
was brought to Lawrence Memorial Hospital, where Missy was born a short time later. The family
later moved to Medford, Texas. Other episodes place his birth date between April 19 and 20,
1980, based on Sheldon’s mention of being a Taurus.The cast of The Big Bang Theory. CBS/
Photofest © CBSEducation: Johnson Grammar School and Medford High School (attending at
age nine). A camera shot of a degree in Sheldon’s office reveals he attended the California
Institute of Technology (Cal Tech); he mentions teaching at the Heidelberg Institute in Germany
(at age 15).Degrees: PhD, MS, MA, and BS.IQ: 187. Sheldon considers himself to be the
smartest person in the world (except for his idol, Stephen Hawking).Pet Cat as a Child:
Lucky.Earliest Writing: “A Proof That Algebraic Topology Can Never Have a Non-Self-
Contradictory Set of Aeolian Groups” (at age five); his grade school science project was titled “A
Rededication of Maxwell’s Equations Regarding Electromagnetism”; and at the age of nine, he
wrote “Rocket Reentry and Retro-Propulsion” in his school notebook.Occupation: Theoretical
physicist at Cal Tech (where he is trying to prove string theory and his own alter ego, M-theory).
When the grant under which he was paid is depleted, he is promoted to junior professor to study
dark matter and teach a class on analytical mechanics.Address: 2311 Los Robles (Apartment
4A, which he shares with Leonard) in Pasadena, California.Religion: Apparently an atheist
(although he was raised as an Evangelical Christian by his mother and was a member of the
East Texas Christian Youth Holy Roller Bowling Team).Nicknames: “Shelly” (by friends) and
“Shelly Bean” (by his mother); he has a tendency to refer to himself as “Einstein Von
Brainstorm.”Girlfriend: Amy Farrah Fowler (see below). Amy is his intellectual equal, but “she is
not my girlfriend. She is a girl who is a friend, not a girlfriend.”Annoying Traits: Displays his



knowledge of historical and cultural antidotes; has no real concept of sarcasm or irony; when
someone engages in sexual activity, Sheldon uses the word “coitus”; when he believes he is
being smart and fools someone, he utters “bazinga.” He lacks a sense of humor and empathy.
He is a narcissist, selfish, self-righteous, and arrogant (apparently taking after his stubborn and
egotistical grandfather, “Pop-Pop”). Sheldon will share an apartment only with someone who will
adhere to his strict Roommate Agreement (Leonard being the only one who could abide by its
rules—although he has manipulated it to his own benefit).Habit: Knocking three times on a door
and each time repeating the person’s name he is attempting to see before entering (due to a
childhood incident when he entered a room and saw his father in bed with another woman; he
kept the incident to himself). He exhibits a strict adherence to routine procedures and relies on
friends to drive him to wherever he needs to be.Alone Time: 1:45 p.m. to 2:05 p.m. each
afternoon (where he relaxes in the Cal Tech basement).Likes: Trains (refuses to fly), model trains
(Lionel “O” scale; he frequents the hobby shop, Jerry’s Junction), comic books, video games,
costumes, and science-fiction TV series. He deplores the series Babylon 5 (he believes it lacks
scientific integrity) but loves Star Trek, Star Wars, Battlestar Galactica (both versions), Doctor
Who, Stargate SG-1, and Firefly. He claims to be an honorary graduate of Star Trek’s Starfleet
Academy, and Mr. Spock (from Star Trek) also appears to be his hero.Sheldon’s Log: A journal
(based on Star Trek’s “Captain’s Log”) of his interactions with certain people.Homemade Robot:
Shelbot.Dislike: Sports (possibly due to his father making him watch football as a child).Most
Prized Possession: A napkin, used and signed by Leonard Nimoy at the Cheesecake Factory for
Penny, that Penny gave him for Christmas (as Sheldon says, “I possess the DNA of Leonard
Nimoy!”). Sheldon identifies himself as the real-life Mr. Spock (Nimoy’s character on Star Trek),
and if he could, he would create his own Mr. Spock from the napkin’s DNA.Designated Nights:
Wednesday is Comic Book Night; Thursday is Pizza Night; Friday is Chinese food (which he
orders from the Schrum Palace) and vintage video game night; Saturday is laundry night (which
must begin at 8:15 p.m.). Any night that includes a movie must have popcorn be part of the
event.Favorite Cookie: Oreo (but only with a glass of milk).Favorite Dessert: Chocolate
cobbler.Favorite Pudding: Chocolate tapioca.Favorite Cake: Three-layer chocolate.Favorite
Hamburger Joint: Big Boy (he later switched to those served at the Cheesecake
Factory).Favorite Cereal: Honey Puffs of Wheat (which he must have with one-quarter cup of
skim milk while watching the series Doctor Who on Saturday mornings).Mortal Enemy: Actor Wil
Wheaton (from the series Star Trek: The Next Generation). Sheldon traveled a great distance to
get Wil’s autograph at a Star Trek convention and was angered when Wil ignored the convention
to appear on Hollywood Squares.Board Game: Sheldon created “Research Lab” and a three-
person version of chess. Glen is his video game battling ostrich.Self-Appointed Job: Took it on
himself to work as a waiter at the Cheesecake Factory (with Penny).Unusual Traits: Everything in
his life must be followed by the rules he has set. Although he won’t admit it, it appears that
Sheldon suffers from obsessive-compulsive disorder. He must do specific things at specific
times each day. He is obsessed with flags (he has his own Web show called Sheldon Cooper



Presents Fun with Flags) and has designed one for the apartment: a gold lion on a blue
background. He invented the term “prevening” (the time between afternoon and evening) and
only drinks hot chocolate on months with an “r” in them. Sheldon believes he is knowledgeable
in all fields of science and hopes to win a Nobel Peace Prize. Not having the answer to a
question is extremely upsetting to him, as he believes the universe owes him. He is often
delusional (when he was a kid, he wanted a pet that he could train to kill through telepathic
communication, and he yearns to conquer a planet so he can become its supreme ruler). If
Sheldon is faced with a situation that baffles him, a facial tic emerges that grows worse until he
can command control of the situation. He is an excessive neat freak, and everything must be in
its proper place.Fears: Germs (he constantly washes his hands), dogs, dinosaurs, and birds
(due to such bird traumas as his neighbor’s chicken chasing him up a tree, a parrot in a pet shop
calling him “fat ass,” and a magpie attacking him to take the retainer out of his mouth); a blue jay
appears to be the only bird he will trust.Phobias: Suffers from extreme stage fright if he must
speak in a room with more than 35 adults (or 70 children)—no more of each though. Becoming
sick terrifies him, and he must be mothered if he does become ill. The song “Soft Kitty” soothes
him, but he must also have homemade chicken soup and Vicks VapoRub applied to his chest to
relieve congestion from a cold.Safe Refuge: He considers his bedroom his place of extreme
solace and becomes furious if someone even enters it.Friendship Rules: Sheldon keeps a
record of people who violate any of his rules. If such a person should acquire three rule breaks,
they could face banishment from his apartment for a year if they do not apologize. People
virtually always see Sheldon as being crazy or insane, but he insists he is not: “My mother had
me tested.”That Spot on the Couch: In his apartment Sheldon must sit on the right cushion
(facing the screen) of the couch (which he says is the “single point of consistency in an ever-
changing world”). Sheldon, however, will know if someone sat in his spot because, according to
Leonard, “Sheldon has a very sensitive butt.”Flashbacks: Young Sheldon (Iain
Armitage).LEONARD HOFSTADTERParents: Alfred (an anthropologist) and Beverly Hofstadter
(a psychiatrist, played by Christine Baranski). Beverly wrote a book concerning Leonard called
The Disappointing Child.Siblings: A brother (Michael) and an unnamed sister.Place of Birth:
New Jersey on May 17, 1980.IQ: 173.Favorite Dessert: German chocolate cake.Childhood: Had
a dog named Mitzi, and his and Sheldon’s favorite TV show was Professor Proton (Bob Newhart
played the professor).Occupation: Experimental physicist at Cal Tech.
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